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     [image: ]Recap and outlook
The US Dollar performed well in October 2017 as it outpaced other major currencies such as the Euro, British Pound, and the Japanese Yen. Going forward, the EUR/USD pair might continue to decline, GBP/USD is likely to test an important support at 1.3000 and USD/JPY could attempt a major upside break above 115.00.	ECB’s dovish stance weighed a lot on the Euro and pushed the EUR/USD pair below 1.1700
	Problems and delays in Brexit negotiations continue to weigh on the GBP/USD pair as it approaches a major support at 1.3000
	USD/JPY remains elevated and looks poised to break an important swing area near 115.00

[image: ]
US Dollar
The US Dollar gained heavily this past month and might continue to move higher. A few disappointing economic releases in the US failed to ignite any major downside reaction. The main positive outcome was the US GDP, which posted a rise of 3% in Q3 2017 (Prelim).Looking back at fundamentals
	September 2017 nonfarm payrolls, released by the US Department of Labor posted a [image: ]decline of 33K whereas the market was looking for a rise of 90K. The last reading was revised up from 156K to 169K
	The US unemployment rate posted a [image: ]decline from 4.4% to 4.2% in September 2017
	The US Consumer Price Index in September 2017 posted an [image: ]increase of 2.2%, which was more than the last 1.9% (YoY)
	The Gross Domestic Product Annualized reading for Q3 2017, released by the US Bureau of Economic Analysis posted a [image: ]growth of 3%, which was more than the forecast of 2.5%

[image: ]Looking at the upcoming releases in the US during November, the first major event would be Oct 2017 nonfarm payrolls figure. The forecast is slated for a solid rise of 300K in jobs, compared with the last decline of 33K. If the outcome is more than 200K, it would benefit the US Dollar and likely to keep it on track for more gains in the near term. The next event would be the CPI (Oct 2017) on November 15, 2017. If the CPI reading stays above the 2%, it would mean a stable bias.Gold price back in bearish zone?
Gold traded towards $1300-1310 during mid-October but failed to remain in the bullish zone. It declined and tested the 61.8% fib retracement level of the last wave from the $1204 low to $1357 high.[image: Gold price chart]It seems like there is a contracting triangle forming with support near $1260 and resistance at $1295. A break on the either side would open the doors for more the next move.On the downside, the next important support below $1260 sits near the 200-day simple moving average (green). On the upside, a close above $1300 on the daily timeframe could ignite a bullish wave towards $1350.[image: ]
Japanese Yen
The Japanese Yen remained under pressure in October 2017 and declined mainly against the US Dollar. The USD/JPY pair performed well and settled above the 112.00 handle.Looking back at fundamentals
	The Nikkei Manufacturing PMI in Sep 2017 posted a [image: ]rise from 52.6 to 52.9
	Japan’s Adjusted Merchandise Trade Balance in Sep 2017, released by the Ministry of Finance registered a [image: ]trade surplus of ¥240.3B, less than the forecast of ¥317.9B
	Japan’s National Consumer Price Index in Sep 2017 (YoY), released by the Statistics Bureau increased 0.7%, just as the market expected

The overall outcome was positive for the Japanese Yen, but the market sentiment favored the greenback and other majors. During November 2017, the next move in USD/JPY would mostly depend on the technical structure, considering the fact that the pair is approaching a major resistance zone.USD/JPY forming triple top?
The USD/JPY pair gained a lot of traction this past month and moved above the 112.50 resistance area. However, the pair is now approaching a monster resistance area at 114.50-115.00.[image: USDJPY chart]The mentioned 114.50-115.00 acted as a major hurdle for buyers on two occasions earlier, and it seems like the pair is struggling for the third time. Looking at the daily chart, the pair is preparing for the third rejection near 114.50.Should there be a triple top formation in USD/JPY at 114.50-115.00, there could be nasty declines during the coming weeks. The main support on the downside is at 112.00-112.50. On the other hand, a successful close above 115.00 might ignite further gains. The next major hurdle for buyers should be near $118.00. Above 118.00, the 120.00 handle could play an important role.EUR/JPY and GBP/JPY - both other major Japanese Yen pairs are showing signs of a short-term top on the daily chart. Once there is a start of a decline in USD/JPY, both EUR/JPY and GBP/JPY might follow.Important supports for EUR/JPY are 129.00 and 128.00, and resistances are at 134.50 and 135.00. GBP/JPY has a strong buy zone near 147.50 and then at 146.00. On the upside, sellers are seen at 152.00 and 153.00.[image: ]
Euro
It was mostly a bearish period for the Euro and this past week’s ECB’s decision plus the central bank’s dovish stance pushed the EUR/USD pair down. The central bank mentioned that they will be halving the QE program to 30€ billion.Looking back at fundamentals
	Euro Zone’s Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) in Sep 2017 [image: ]declined from 58.2 to 58.1
	ECB maintained the interest rates at -0.4% with dovish stance
	Germany’s consumer price index increased 1.8% (YoY) in Sep 2017, just as the market expected
	Euro Area’s consumer price index increased 1.5% (YoY) in Sep 2017, just as the market expected
	Euro Area’s Industrial Production in August 2017 [image: ]rose 3.8% (YoY), more than the +1.5% forecast
	Germany’s ZEW Economic Sentiment in Oct 2017 [image: ]increased from 17.0 to 17.6, but less than the forecast of 20.0

[image: ]It seems like the CPI in the Euro area is stable around 1.8%, but less than the ECB’s expectation. The central bank’s dovish tone might continue to weigh on the Euro, and EUR/USD’s decline will most likely extend during November 2017. The main economic releases in November 2017 would be Germany’s unemployment change of Oct 2017 (-11K forecast vs -23K previous), Euro Area’s CPI (forecasted to remain stable near 1.8%) and finally Germany’s Oct 2017 CPI.EUR/USD remains bearish
The Euro failed to move above the 1.1850 resistance against the US Dollar in October 2017 and started a downside move. The EUR/USD pair traded below the 23.6% Fib retracement level of the last wave from the 1.1189 low to 1.2091 high.[image: USDJPY chart]The pair even broke the 100-day simple moving average (red), which is a bearish sign below 1.1750. It seems like the pair might continue to move lower and could even break the 1.1500 support during the coming days.On the upside, there is a major bearish trend line with resistance at 1.1770 on the daily chart. A proper close above the 1.1770 level and the 1.1800 handle is required for the Euro buyers to gain momentum.The daily RSI is well below 50 and heading south, which is a strong bearish signal for EUR/USD below 1.1750. The main supports on the downside are 1.1500 and 1.1420.[image: ]
British Pound
Hardships in Brexit negotiations continue to weigh on the British Pound. Moreover, the positive sentiment around the US Dollar ignited sharp declines in GBP/USD.Looking back at fundamentals
		UK’s Consumer Price Index in Sep 2017 (YoY), released by the National Statistics [image: ]increased 3%, in line with the forecast, but more than the last 2.9%
	The Retail Sales in the UK [image: ]grew 1.2% (YoY) in Sep 2017, less than the forecast of +2.1%
	The preliminary Gross Domestic Product in the UK for Q3 2017 [image: ]posted +1.5%, more than the forecast of +1.4% and similar to the last +1.5%



[image: ]BOE’s interest rate decision on Nov 3rd 2017 could have a huge impact on the British Pound and GBP/USD since the central bank is forecasted to increase the interest rates from 0.25% to 0.50%.GBP/USD approaching crucial support
There was a steady decline in GBP/USD during the past few days. The pair attempted a break of the 1.3300 resistance this past week, but buyers failed to place the pair above 1.3300.As a result, there was a downside reaction below 1.3200. The pair declined and is currently trading near the 61.8% Fib retracement level of the last wave from the 1.2773 low to 1.3657 high.[image: USDJPY chart]On the downside, an initial support is close to the 100-day simple moving average (red) at 1.3050. However, the most important support is near 1.3000 and a monster bullish trend line on the daily chart.The pair is likely to find strong bids near the 1.3000 handle. Should there be a rejection in GBP/USD near 1.3000, the pair could bounce back towards 1.3200 or even 1.3300. On the other hand, a break and close below 1.3000 would ignite further declines toward 1.2800.Summary
[image: USD/JPY]Overall, the next few days are very important for the USD/JPY pair. It will either break 115.00 or start a bearish wave. 



[image: EUR/USD]The EUR/USD pair is back in the bearish zone and downsides might extend towards 1.1400 if sellers remain in control over the next 2-3 weeks. 



[image: GBP/USD]Finally, the GBP/USD pair must hold the 1.3000 support since it is very important for the long-term trend.
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    Aayush Jindal
  
   Aayush is a Senior Forex, Cryptocurrencies and Financial Market Strategist with a background in IT and financial markets. He specialises in market strategies and technical analysis, and has spent over a decade as a financial markets contributor and observer. He possesses strong technical analytical skills and is well known for his entertaining and informative analysis of the currency, commodities, Bitcoin and Ethereum markets. 
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     9 April 2024   Market Analysis  
   Gold Price Sets New Record, More Upsides Possible? 
    Gold prices started a fresh increase from the $2,200 support against the US Dollar. The bulls cleared the $2,250 resistance to start a strong rally. 
  
             
     8 April 2024   Market Analysis  
   EUR/USD Faces Hurdles While Gold Extends Rally 
    The Euro started a recovery wave from the 1.0720 zone against the US Dollar. EUR/USD is now correcting losses and facing hurdles near the 1.0880 level... 
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    Risk Warning:
Trading Forex and Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital. On this basis, it is highly advised that you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. It is your responsibility to seek independence advice before trading Forex and Derivatives as it is not suitable for all investors. It is also highly advisable that you read the Financial Services Guide (FSG) and Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) available here to fully understand the risks that are associated with trading Forex and Derivatives considering your financial objectives and trading experience.

General Advice Warning:
Any advice or information posted on our website is of a general nature only. It has not been prepared based on your objectives, financial situation or needs. It is therefore highly advisable that you consider the risks associated with trading Forex and Derivatives based on your current financial objectives and needs before you commence trading.

Restricted Regions:
Our services are not directed at any residents of any countries or jurisdiction where the distribution or use of such information would be contrary to local law or regulation. These countries are however welcome to browse our website. 

The PDS available on this website does not constitute an offer to any person of any interests to whom it would not be lawful to make such an offer. 

Legal:
Titan FX is licensed and regulated in various jurisdictions under the following entities:

Titan FX Limited which is registered and regulated by the Financial Service Commission of the Republic of Vanuatu under registration number 40313 and having its registered office at 1st Floor Govant Building, 1276 Kumul Highway, Port Vila, Republic of Vanuatu.

Goliath Trading Limited which is registered and regulated by the Financial Services Authority of Seychelles under licence number SD138 and having its registered address at Room B11, First Floor, Providence Complex, Providence, Mahe, Seychelles.

Titan Markets which is registered and regulated by the Financial Service Commission of Mauritius with licence number GB20026097 and having its registered office at c/o Credentia International Management Ltd, The Cyberati Lounge, Ground Floor, The Catalyst, Silicon Avenue, 40 Cybercity, 72201 Ebene, Republic of Mauritius.

Atlantic Markets Limited which is registered and regulated by the Financial Service Commission of British Virgin Islands with the registration number 2080481 and having its registered address at Trinity Chambers, PO Box 4301, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgins Islands.

The Head Office of Titan FX is at Rue De Paris, Pot 5641, Centre Ville, 2nd Floor, Lolam House, Kumul Hwy, Port Vila, Vanuatu. 

The entities above are duly authorised to operate under the Titan FX brand and trademark.

EG Services (CY) Limited a company incorporated under the laws of Cyprus with registration number HE430741 and with registered address at Angiou Andreou, 332, Patrician Chambers, 3035 Limassol Cyprus is a treasury company that acts in certain circumstances, as a payment agent on behalf of Titan Markets a licensed company regulated by the Financial Services Commission of Mauritius. 


 
 
   
                                        
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                        



  